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Basics of Foundation Design 2017-03-17 the red book presents a background to conventional
foundation analysis and design the text is not intended to replace the much more comprehensive
standard textbooks but rather to support and augment these in a few important areas supplying
methods applicable to practical cases handled daily by practising engineers and providing the
basic soil mechanics background to those methods it concentrates on the static design for
stationary foundation conditions although the topic is far from exhaustively treated it does
intend to present most of the basic material needed for a practising engineer involved in routine
geotechnical design as well as provide the tools for an engineering student to approach and solve
common geotechnical design problems
A Foundation of Trust 2014-12-11 authors pride hughes kapoor believe that success is measured not
only by the grade you receive in this course but also by how the information in this book helps
you build a foundation for a better life that s what foundations of business 7e is all about
updates highlight the specific challenges facing businesses and individuals particularly
following the global pandemic the latest content real examples and powerful new cases show you
how to become a better employee more informed consumer and successful business owner you examine
issues within the economy business ownership management human resources marketing social media e
commerce management information systems accounting and finance you also learn how cultural
diversity ethics and social responsibility small business and entrepreneurship and environmental
concerns impact both the nation s economy and you as an individual consumer mindtap and infuse
digital resources are also available
Foundations of Business 2022-02-07 human resource development hrd involves the design delivery
and evaluation of learning and or training interventions within organisations to improve the work
performance of individuals and groups this edited collection will demonstrate the potential of
identity theorising for problematizing and reconceptualising hrd activities identity will thus be
established as a foundation for enhancing hrd policy and practice while identity has emerged as a
key focus for theoretical debate and for empirical research within management and organisational
studies the potential of identity as a new paradigm for understanding learning and for examining
hrd more broadly is still emergent that identity has such potential can be seen in the increasing
recognition that training and development for many contemporary occupations represents nothing
less than a project of the self identity as a foundation for human resource development will
complete a gap in the market providing sound single source theoretical foundations from the
latest trends in identity theorising now a key area of organisation studies and apply these to
hrd policy and practice the emphasis throughout will be on informing hrd policy and practice
research and education the book includes a chapter on resources and techniques for hrd educators
in short the book will put identity to work for hrd scholars the intended audiences are human
resource development scholars academics students and professionals this exciting new volume will
provide a thoughtful theoretical analysis and operational practise for modern hrd
Identity as a Foundation for Human Resource Development 2017-08-25 this book presents the
ontological and logical foundation of a new form of thinking the beginning of an absolute
phenomenology it does so in the context of the history of thought in europe and america it
explores the ramifications of a categorically new logic thinkers dealt with include plato galileo
hegel kierkegaard marx nietzsche husserl heidegger peirce james dewey derrida mcdermott and
altizer
An Introduction to the Foundations of Education 1985 this is the single fullest summation of the
ideas of one of the most eminent and controversial cultural theorists of our time
Foundations of Education 1983 the book deals with the geotechnical analysis and design of
foundation systems for high rise buildings and other complex structures with a distinctive soil
structure interaction the basics of the analysis of stability and serviceability necessary soil
investigations important technical regulations and quality and safety assurance are explained and
possibilities for optimised foundation systems are given additionally special aspects of
foundation systems such as geothermal activated foundation systems and the reuse of existing
foundations are described and illustrated by examples from engineering practice
Foundation 1996-01-01 covering a variety of topics about education including history policy
finance sociology reform movements curriculum and various professional and multicultural issues
this text offers readers an understanding of the field and a base on which they can build
Things Hidden Since the Foundation of the World 1987 integrating the disparate disciplines of
descriptive cataloging subject cataloging indexing and classification the book adopts a
conceptual framework that views the process of organizing information as the use of a special
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language of description called a bibliographic language instant electronic access to digital
information is the single most distinguishing attribute of the information age the elaborate
retrieval mechanisms that support such access are a product of technology but technology is not
enough the effectiveness of a system for accessing information is a direct function of the
intelligence put into organizing it just as the practical field of engineering has theoretical
physics as its underlying base the design of systems for organizing information rests on an
intellectual foundation the subject of this book is the systematized body of knowledge that
constitutes this foundation integrating the disparate disciplines of descriptive cataloging
subject cataloging indexing and classification the book adopts a conceptual framework that views
the process of organizing information as the use of a special language of description called a
bibliographic language the book is divided into two parts the first part is an analytic
discussion of the intellectual foundation of information organization the second part moves from
generalities to particulars presenting an overview of three bibliographic languages work
languages document languages and subject languages it looks at these languages in terms of their
vocabulary semantics and syntax the book is written in an exceptionally clear style at a level
that makes it understandable to those outside the discipline of library and information science
Foundation Systems for High-Rise Structures 2016-09-19 the first novel in isaac asimov s classic
science fiction masterpiece the foundation series the epic saga that inspired the apple tv series
foundation nominated as one of america s best loved novels by pbs s the great american read for
twelve thousand years the galactic empire has ruled supreme now it is dying but only hari seldon
creator of the revolutionary science of psychohistory can see into the future to a dark age of
ignorance barbarism and warfare that will last thirty thousand years to preserve knowledge and
save humankind seldon gathers the best minds in the empire both scientists and scholars and
brings them to a bleak planet at the edge of the galaxy to serve as a beacon of hope for future
generations he calls his sanctuary the foundation the foundation novels of isaac asimov are among
the most influential in the history of science fiction celebrated for their unique blend of
breathtaking action daring ideas and extensive worldbuilding in foundation asimov has written a
timely and timeless novel of the best and worst that lies in humanity and the power of even a few
courageous souls to shine a light in a universe of darkness
The First Twenty-five Years 1955 a modern and comprehensive introduction to the field foundations
of education makes core topics in education accessible and personally meaningful to both
undergraduate and graduate students pursuing a career as a teacher or administrator in clear and
direct prose authors leslie s kaplan and william a owings offer readers the breadth of coverage
scholarly depth and conceptual analysis of contemporary issues in education that will help them
understand the field the authors situate issues in education within a broad social context and
then ask readers to connect these issues back to their own experiences as students teachers and
constituents so they understand the many roles education plays in modern society in addition to
classic coverage of foundational topics such as educational philosophy history reform law and
finance the newly revised third edition features a special emphasis on social justice issues
considers key debates around today s education trends and underscores the theory and practice
behind meeting the needs of all learners
Introduction to the Foundations of Education 1991 this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in
the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Intellectual Foundation of Information Organization 2009-01-30 foundations of kinesiology is
intended for undergraduate kinesiology physical education and health science students with an
interest in fitness therapeutic exercise teaching coaching and sport management introduction to
kinesiology committed to three core approaches 1 holistic 2 learner centered and 3 skill
development
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Foundation 2004-06-01 in this widely hailed and long out of print classic of twentieth century
philosophic commentary professor farber explains the origin development and function of
phenomenology with a view towards its significance for philosophy in general the book offers a
general account of husserl and the background of his philosophy the early chapters are devoted to
his mathematical philosophical and psychological studies the refutation of psychologism is
present in detail together with the critical reaction to it the development of his logical
theories in the light of contemporary literature at the close of the 19th century is next
considered the main content of the six logical investigations follows which contribute to the
phenomenological elucidation of experience and knowledge the phenomenological philosophy of logic
as developed in husserl s later writings is then introduced followed by a discussion of the
phenomenological method and its proper function farber makes clear his preference for
phenomenology as a purely descriptive method and his opposition to have it serve as a last
stronghold of metaphysics indispensable as groundwork for descriptive philosophical study this
book will deeply interest not only serious students of philosophy and psychology but also those
who are concerned with the philosophical aspects of mathematics social and natural sciences law
and psychiatry marvin farber 1901 1980 taught at the university of buffalo from 1927 1974 during
that time he founded and was the editor of philosophical and phenomenological research in the
early 1920 s he received his doctorate at harvard university and he studied in germany under
edmund husserl he is the author of three major works on phenomenology phenomenology as a method
naturalism and subjectivism and this volume
Foundation of Education I 2021-08-24 this volume contains the articles contributed to the
conference on categorical algebra held june 7 12 1965 at the san diego campus of the university
of california under the sponsorship of the united states air force office of scientific research
of the thirty seven mathemati cians who were present seventeen presented their papers in the form
of lectures in addition this volume contains papers contributed by other attending participants
as well as by those who after having planned to attend were unable to do so the editors hope to
have achieved a representative if incomplete cover age of the present activities in categorical
algebra within the united states by bringing together this group of mathematicians and by solici
ting the articles contained in this volume they also hope that these proceedings indicate the
trend of research in categorical algebra in this country in conclusion the editors wish to thank
the participants and contrib utors to these proceedings for their continuous cooperation and
encour agement our thanks are also due to the springer verlag for publishing these proceedings in
a surprisingly short time after receiving the manu scripts
Foundations of Education 2019-03-07 the integrated leader is a contemporary search for the
questions to which leader or leadership is an answer taking a thoughtful approach to management
education and learning this book explores and explains ideas not usually found in books written
for managers its purpose is to provoke the kind of reflection and thinking that experience and
most leadership training tends not to reach the book will get leaders and managers to stop and
think this may not sound like much but it is very important and significant it represents a shift
in gears in personal leadership thinking and is written for anyone who wants to ask better
questions of themselves the integrated leader is practical and also philosophical it is easy to
read and will reward multiple readings informed by the experience of practicing managers who re
enter education it does not simply regurgitate tired old leadership theory it neither talks down
to the reader nor dumbs down any of the complex concepts needed to sustain organisational and
personal health and well being the book includes between chapter reflections on the integrated
leader s manifesto an eleven point declaration for leading self in various contexts the
integrated leader is a must read for anyone sincere in their need for sustainable personal
development
Essays on the Foundation of Education 1964 this book is written primarily for middle grade
teachers who are discovering that they now want to teach in ways that create positive
mathematical learning environments and instigate rich classroom discourse many of these teachers
are finding that their mathematical preparation did not address the complexities underlying the
mathematics they now want to teach in part one the authors provide a foundation for the
mathematics of these grades particularly the mathematics that grows out of concepts of number
quantity and arithmetic operations in part two through three case studies the authors demonstrate
to teachers how a deeper understanding of the mathematics they teach can enhance classroom
instruction the book interweaves research and classroom practice mathematics teacher educators
researchers curriculum developers textbook authors and supervisors of mathematics programs will
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find this book to be useful teachers both prospective and practicing will benefit most from this
book when the chapters are used as catalysts for discussion in classes or professional
development programs
The Foundations of Physics 2018 this book presents the ontological and logical foundation of a
new form of thinking the beginning of an absolute phenomenology it does so in the context of the
history of thought in europe and america it explores the ramifications of a categorically new
logic thinkers dealt with include plato galileo hegel kierkegaard marx nietzsche husserl
heidegger peirce james dewey derrida mcdermott and altizer
Foundations of Kinesiology 2012-12-06 this book engages in a critical reading of cultural
knowledge by cultural knowledge i refer to cultural dimensions as introduced by geert hofstede
edward t hall and fons trompenaars their research has manifold been taught to individuals who
will face an intercultural setting in their business career at some point in the future it aims
to create understanding for cultural differences in order to decrease emotional discomfort and
enhance business success of those who acquire the knowledge at the same time it claims to present
a foundation for respect for cultural differences since it gives an imaginative room to them if
one studies the knowledge s he will be aware of cultural differences and therefore treat them
with respect the book is composed of two perspectives on cultural knowledge in a first step the
book turns to post colonial theory post colonialism argues how a western perspective has framed
cultural identities and how these representations are flawed by colonial thinking in a second
step a levinasian perspective is taken on cultural knowledge the french philosopher emmanuel
levinas was deeply concerned with our way of approaching the other he understood the other to be
incomprehensible to our understanding the other s otherness cannot be grasped by framing her him
into categories he argued that every encounter is of ethical nature and encouraged each
individual to show infinite re sponsibility responsebility towards the other that is not confined
by any pre knowledge the book concludes that cultural knowledge has been exposed to significant
limitations these limitations are mainly a product of control interests individuals who acquire
cultural knowledge and are not made aware of its limitations face consequences that may
compromise their respect for cultural differences even though cultural knowledge presents itself
as foundation for respect it prioritizes understanding for the sake of control as a consequence
respectful representations are not given and respect for cultural differences is only supported
as long as it does not threaten control ultimately this book shall present a plea for trainers
and teachers of cultural knowledge to become acquainted with the limitations reflect on them and
forward this knowledge to their students it shall also encourage researchers of cultural
differences and other scholars to reflect and perhaps improve on it
The Foundation of Phenomenology 2021-05-28 foundations are a peculiarly american institution they
have been the dynamo of social change since their invention at the beginning of the last century
yet they are cloaked in secrecy their decision making and operations are inscrutable to the point
of obscurity leaving them substantially unaccountable to anyone joel fleishman has been in and
around foundations for almost half a century running them sitting on their boards and seeking
grants from them and in this groundbreaking book he explains the history of foundations tells the
stories of the most successful foundation initiatives and of those that have failed and explains
why it matters the baby boomer generation is going to participate in the largest transfer of
wealth in history when it passes on its assets to its successor generation the third sector is
about to become more powerful than ever this book shows how foundations can provide a vital spur
to the engine of the american and the world s economy if they are properly established and run
A Foundation Stone in Building Agricultural Productivity 1995-08-03 one of the core roles of a
practising geotechnical engineer is to analyse and design foundations this textbook for advanced
undergraduates and graduate students covers the analysis design and construction of shallow and
deep foundations and retaining structures as well as the stability analysis and mitigation of
slopes it progressively introduces critical state soil mechanics and plasticity theories such as
plastic limit analysis and cavity expansion theories before leading into the theories of
foundation lateral earth pressure and slope stability analysis on the engineering side the book
introduces construction and testing methods used in current practice throughout it emphasizes the
connection between theory and practice it prepares readers for the more sophisticated non linear
elastic plastic analysis in foundation engineering which is commonly used in engineering practice
and serves too as a reference book for practising engineers a companion website provides a series
of excel spreadsheet programs to cover all examples included in the book and powerpoint lecture
slides and a solutions manual for lecturers using excel the relationships between the input
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parameters and the design and analysis results can be seen numerical values of complex equations
can be calculated quickly non linearity and optimization can be brought in more easily to employ
functioned numerical methods and sophisticated methods can be seen in practice such as p y curve
for laterally loaded piles and flexible retaining structures and methods of slices for slope
stability analysis
Proceedings of the Conference on Categorical Algebra 1835 get swept away in the first installment
of amy clipston s amish legacy series they were only friends but they wanted so much more crystal
glick is grateful to live with her brother s family since her father died and her fiancé owen
broke their engagement crystal loves her bruderskinner and cheerfully helps her sister in law
through a difficult pregnancy with babies number seven and eight but she yearns for a husband and
children of her own duane bontrager is mourning the recent death of his wife connie after twenty
four years of marriage he and his grown sons have a thriving roofing business but can t get used
to life without her as the young men prepare to launch out on their own duane can t imagine life
alone nor with anyone but connie when a roofing job at the glicks introduces duane and crystal
they re attracted in spite of their fourteen year age difference but their bishop thinks duane is
better suited for the sweet widow tricia and duane s sons object to his interest in any woman
crystal s family fears losing her indispensable help if she must go they d rather she be reunited
with owen in spite of his betrayal they re the only two who believe they re a match made in
heaven can duane and crystal overcome the obstacles to love amy clipston has once again penned a
sweet romance that will have her readers rooting for a heroine who deserves her own happily ever
after kelly irvin bestselling author sweet inspirational amish romance full length novel 85 000
words first book in amy clipston s amish legacy series includes discussion questions for book
clubs
Integrated Leader, The: A Foundation For Lifelong Management Learning 1996-01-01 more than any
other field in education the social and cultural foundations of education reflect many of the
conflicts tensions and forces in american society this is hardly surprising since the area
focuses on issues such as race gender socioeconomic class the impact of technology on learning
what it means to be educated and the role of teaching and learning in a societal context the
encyclopedia of the social and cultural foundations of education provides a comprehensive
introduction to the social and cultural foundations of education with more than 400 entries the
three volumes of this indispensable resource offer a thorough and interdisciplinary view of the
field for all those interested in issues involving schools and society key features provides an
interdisciplinary perspective from areas such as comparative education educational anthropology
educational sociology the history of education and the philosophy of education presents essays on
major movements in the field including the free school and visual instruction movements includes
more than 130 biographical entries on important men and women in education offers interpretations
of legal material including brown v board of education 1954 and the gi bill of rights explores
theoretical debates fundamental to the field such as religion in the public school curriculum
rights of students and teachers surveillance in schools tracking and detracking and many more
contains a visual history of american education with nearly 350 images and an accompanying
narrative key themes arts media and technology curriculum economic issues equality and social
stratification evaluation testing and research methods history of education law and public policy
literacy multiculturalism and special populations organizations schools and institutions religion
and social values school governance sexuality and gender teachers theories models and
philosophical perspectives a visual history of american education
Providing a Foundation for Teaching Mathematics in the Middle Grades 2011-07 model uncertainties
in foundation design is unique in the compilation of the largest and the most diverse load test
databases to date covering many foundation types shallow foundations spudcans driven piles
drilled shafts rock sockets and helical piles and a wide range of ground conditions soil to soft
rock all databases with names prefixed by nus are available upon request this book presents a
comprehensive evaluation of the model factor mean bias and coefficient of variation cov for
ultimate and serviceability limit state based on these databases these statistics can be used
directly for aashto lrfd calibration besides load test databases performance databases for other
geo structures and their model factor statistics are provided based on this extensive literature
survey a practical three tier scheme for classifying the model uncertainty of geo structures
according to the model factor mean and cov is proposed this empirically grounded scheme can
underpin the calibration of resistance factors as a function of the degree of understanding a
concept already adopted in the canadian highway bridge design code and being considered for the
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new draft for eurocode 7 part 1 en 1997 1 202x the helical pile research in chapter 7 was
recognised by the 2020 asce norman medal
A Foundation and Plain Instruction of the Saving Doctrine of Our Lord Jesus Christ ... 2007-01-09
foundations of health information management 4th edition is an absolute must for any student
beginning a career in him balancing comprehensive coverage with an engaging easy to understand
tone this text focuses on healthcare delivery systems electronic health records and the
processing maintenance and analysis of health information to present a realistic and practical
view of technology and trends in healthcare it prepares you for the role of a registered health
information technician who not only files and keeps accurate records but serves as a healthcare
analyst who translates data into useful quality information that can control costs and further
research with new simchart and simchart for the medical office samples the new 2014 ahima outcome
based competencies and more exercises this fourth edition puts you in a position to succeed on
the rhit certification exam clear writing style and easy reading level makes reading and studying
more time efficient and is ideal for two year associate degree him programs and career schools
chapter learning objectives are tied to the american health information management association s
ahima him domains and subdomains to allow instructors to teach to the credentialing exam and
prepare you for the exam separate legal chapter covers hipaa privacy regulations and emphasizes
the importance of hipaa compliance in today s healthcare system statistics chapter gives new
students a foundation for learning four color design and illustrations make content more
appealing and easier to learn exercises at the end of every main section in each chapter
encourage you to review and apply key concepts career tip and professional profile boxes give you
a broader view of the field and show you the many career options you have upon graduation and
certification chapter summaries and reviews allow for easy review of each chapter s main concepts
robust appendices including sample paper records electronic documentation and demonstration of
microsoft excel equip you with all the extras you need to enter the him world new content mapped
to 2014 ahima cee competencies and domains so you can prepare for the current health information
environment and the rhit exam new simchart and simchart for the medical office samples feature
screenshots from ehrs to demonstrate electronic medical records in use new more exercises give
you additional opportunities to practice your knowledge of material new ahima competency mapping
included in the front of book to provide instructors and students with instant access to the
ahima domains and competencies needed to prepare for the rhit exam new classroom handouts can be
used in the classroom or as homework and include a variety of exercises
Foundation 2017-12-06 imagine all you d like to accomplish with your philanthropy now picture a
large portion of your resources never reaching their intended use due to poor strategies
mismanagement or unnecessary taxes today the opportunities in the philanthropic sector are
greater and more varied than ever private foundations which offer several estate and tax planning
advantages as well as unparalleled donor control have become the vehicle of choice for more than
sixty thousand individuals and families and may be ideal for you creating a private foundation
introduces the issues you need to understand and gives the big picture on how foundations work it
tells you exactly what is involved for you for the causes you care about for your finances and
taxes and for your heirs chapters address the practicalities as well as the implications of
founding funding organizing and operating an effective foundation including growing its endowment
allocating its assets and selecting professional foundation management help roger silk james
lintott and their colleagues leaders in the foundation consulting arena have pooled their wisdom
in this comprehensive guide for donors and your advisers if you re looking to make a difference
there is no better guide
Cultural Knowledge - A Critical Perspective on the Concept as a Foundation for Respect for
Cultural Differences 2022-02-01 in david weber s how firm a foundation the fifth book in the
safehold series the charisian empire born in war has always known it must fight for its very
survival what most of its subjects don t know even now however is how much more it s fighting for
emperor cayleb empress sharleyan merlin athrawes and their innermost circle of most trusted
advisers do know and because they do they know the penalty if they lose will be far worse than
their own deaths and the destruction of all they know and love for five years charis has survived
all the church of god awaiting and the corrupt men who control it have thrown at the island
empire the price has been high and paid in blood despite its chain of hard fought naval victories
charis is still on the defensive it can hold its own at sea but if it is to survive it must
defeat the church upon its own ground yet how does it invade the mainland and take the war to a
foe whose population outnumbers its own fifteen to one how does it prevent that massive opponent
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from rebuilding its fleets and attacking yet again charis has no answer to those questions but
needs to find one quickly the inquisition s brutal torture and hideous executions are claiming
more and more innocent lives its agents are fomenting rebellion against the only mainland realms
sympathetic to charis religious terrorists have been dispatched to wreak havoc against the empire
s subjects assassins stalk the emperor and empress their allies and advisers and an innocent
young boy not yet eleven years old whose father has already been murdered and merlin athrawes the
cybernetic avatar of a young woman a thousand years dead has finally learned what sleeps beneath
the far off temple in the church of god awaiting s city of zion the men and women fighting for
human freedom and tolerance have built a foundation for their struggle in the empire of charis
with their own blood but will that foundation be firm enough to survive safehold series 1 off
armageddon reef 2 by schism rent asunder 3 by heresies distressed 4 a mighty fortress 5 how firm
a foundation 6 midst toil and tribulation 7 like a mighty army 8 hell s foundations quiver 9 at
the sign of triumph at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights
management software drm applied
The Foundation 2008-10-29 have you read a lot of books but still don t feel you have a solid
christian foundation prepare yourself to learn a lot in a short amount of time this book a
foundation for your christian faith will help you do that a building needs a strong stable and
secure foundation or it will tumble and fall your faith also needs a foundation that is solid and
strong or you might never reach the heights god intends for you to reach this book will give you
this solid foundation you will find answers to such questions as what is salvation what is the
trinity how can i grow faster as a christian is the bible reliable what is the chronological
order of the bible how does the bible fit together what is god s plans for my life how did god
make me and much more so much of what you ve been looking for and searching for and reading in
lots and lots of books are all here right between the covers of this one this book is good for
individuals and churches the charts and facts in the workbook are invaluable to have in your
possession share them it s exciting being a christian and my prayer for all of us is that as we
study and learn more and more about god we will fall in love with him over and over deeper and
deeper each and every day holly stepanian has been in ministry for 30 years she has taught bible
studies woman s groups youth groups and foundations classes she was an assistant pastor in hawaii
for 13 years currently she is living with her family in kaneohe hawaii and is still involved with
ministry at her church hope chapel she has a heart for god and teaching god s truths
Foundation Engineering Analysis and Design 2021-03-17 this book examines the foundations of
morality and criticizes various philosophical justifications that have been offered for basic
moral principles or values throughout the years this book introduces and defends what is designed
to be a sure justification for a natural morality and its basic moral principles
Foundation of Love 2016-01-20 volume 2 a wandering people group starter pack contains 10 bible
study books and 1 leader kit
Encyclopedia of the Social and Cultural Foundations of Education 2018-06-29
Model Uncertainties in Foundation Design 2010-05-27
Foundations of Health Information Management - E-Book 2011-09-13
Foundation Programme 1810
Creating a Private Foundation 2008-12
How Firm a Foundation 1996
The Never-Failing Foundation, and Its Seal: Being the Substance of a Sermon, Preached at Queen
Street Chapel, Cheapside, on the Ending of the Year 1809, and Beginning the Year 1810. Being the
Tenth Midnight Sermon, Etc 2018-10-15
A Foundation for Your Christian Faith 2018-06
Foundation of American Education
Foundation for a Natural Morality
Gospel Foundations for Students: Volume 1 - The God Who Creates
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